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OVERVIEW

This is a four-hour facilitated session where you will be coached through an enhanced Forum meeting to sharpen 
your Forum meeting skills. This will show how to incorporate several tools, techniques and strategies to take your 
monthly meetings to the next level.

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this session you will:
1. Have experienced a coached Forum meeting, gaining exposure to several enhancements to the Forum meeting that you can 

incorporate into your meetings going forward.

2. Have new approaches and new tools to use during several key parts of the meeting.

3. Have received continuous feedback from your facilitator on things you do well and things you might be doing that limit the 
value you receive from your meetings and what you can do to correct that.

HOW THIS SESSION WILL ADVANCE YOUR FORUM EXPERIENCE:

1. You will be empowered through this session to make your Forum meeting a unique meeting experience, bringing you a specific 
kind of value that is unlike all of your other meetings. 

2. As a group, you will be more aligned on the meeting process.

3. You will have new strategies to implement in your monthly meetings.

4. You will have fine-tuned your preparation for and participation in meetings.
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 AGENDA

Time Activity Comments

1:00 - 2:30 Welcome & Introductions
 Pre-Meeting Preparation: Raising the Bar
The First 10 Minutes 
 Updates that Fill the Presentation Pipeline

2:30 - 2:40 Break

2:40 - 5:50 Parking lot czar role
Gestalt pitfalls
Coaching skills
Presentation practice
Meeting review
Wrap up
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STRATEGY #1: MEETING PREPARATION

RAISING THE BAR

Are you preparing for your Forum meeting in a way that maximizes both your value and the value you help generate 
for the rest of the Forum?

Take meeting preparation seriously! Maximize your and the Forum’s return on your time commitment. Here’s a 
preparation checklist. The Moderator will e-mail this to you each month with the Meeting agenda. Schedule a one 
hour appointment with yourself the day before your Forum meeting to prepare to contribute to a fantastic meeting. 
Follow these steps to arrive well prepared and ready to go. When you come unprepared or underprepared, you do 
yourself and the Forum a disservice.

Forum Prep Checklist

2 weeks prior Presenter 
Begin your presentation preparation prior to your coaching session using the Pre-
senter’s Worksheet

1 week prior Presenter and Coach 
Meet for coaching session sometime in the week before the meeting. Following the 
coaching session, presenter and coach finalize their presentation and coaching 
worksheets.

1 week prior Moderator
Distribute Forum prep checklist, meeting agenda and update worksheet.

1 day prior All Members
•  Make a one hour appointment with yourself to mentally  prepare for the meeting.
•  Prepare your update, focusing on the five-percent experiences of the last month 

and why they have been so significant to you. 
•  This becomes monthly personal reflection time.  

Consider keeping your monthly update worksheets to serve as a diary of the most 
important things in your life.

•  Update your goals if you report these in your Forum.
•  Review meeting location, travel and parking time.
•  Leave your office with enough time to arrive prior to the scheduled start time. 
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STRATEGY #2: THE FIRST 10 MINUTES

SET THE TONE FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE

The Moderator sets the tone for the meeting in the first 10 minutes. Will the meeting be focused, efficient, taken seriously and a good 
use of time? Or will it be unfocused, undisciplined and unproductive?

To keep the meeting on track, Moderator refers to the Forum agenda ‘cheat sheet’ throughout the meeting (next page).

Meeting Opening 

1.  Setting the tone and reminder to turn off electronic devices.

  Remind the group at the beginning of every meeting that Forum meetings are not like any other kind of meeting; they offer 
unique value. To achieve that value, they require a different set of behaviors than the other meetings you attend. You must open 
up in a Forum meeting to receive the most benefit.

  Always start on time regardless of who may be missing. Begin the meeting by recording attendance, mark all those late and 
direct the Treasurer to collect fines if appropriate. Consider collecting all communication devices in a bag at the beginning of 
the meeting and returning them only at the end of the meeting.

2. Confidentiality reminder. Have there been any breaches or close calls?

  Discussing any breaches or close calls every month creates an ongoing dialogue about confidentiality. Close calls become case 
studies the group uses to continually be on the same page about how confidentiality is handled in the Forum.

3.  Any new business relationships being considered or new conflicts?

  This is an opportunity for disclosure each month regarding possible new business relationships. It gives the group a chance to 
consider the impact on the Forum before those decisions are made. It’s also an opportunity to identify any conflicts, business or 
personal, that have arisen since last meeting. If these require lengthy discussion, schedule time later in the meeting. 

4. Review Meeting Agenda 

5. Assign Meeting Success Indicators 

 Using the meeting success indicators, the entire Forum gets involved in evaluating the effectiveness of the meeting.
6. Communication Starter (1 minute response/person)

  Moderator brings a communication starter to help the group shift gears, focus on the meeting and reconnect with each other. 
 Use the Ungame. Have a set of your own communication starters for the meeting opening, or assign another member in 
advance to lead the communication starter.
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Forum Agenda Cheat Sheet

Opening
(10 minutes)

 » Welcome. Reminder to turn off electronic devices.

 » Set the tone, Forum is not like any other meeting you attend.

 » Confidentiality reminder. Have there been any breaches or close calls?

 » Any new business relationships being considered or new conflicts?

 » Review meeting agenda, assign time keeper 

 » Assign each member an item from the meeting success indicator grid for review at  
close of the meeting 

 » Communication starter; Moderator brings, 1 minute response/person.

Updates
(1 hour)

 »  Remind the group of importance of giving the group a deeper glimpse into who you are (five percent 
events, plus the significance and their feelings).

 » Reminder to the group: Quiet respectful listening, no interruptions, no jokes.

 » Group should be listening for unidentified presentation topics 

 » 5 minutes/person.

Parking Lot
(10 minutes)

 » Parking lot czar captures presentation topics after each update on flipchart or notebook.

 » Do a second fast round to identify any additional presentation topics.

 » Parking lot czar makes a proposal for this month’s unplanned presentation. Offers any revisions to next 
months planned presentation.

 » Presenter’s encouraged to accept invitation to present, group supports proposal or counter-proposes.

Break (10 minutes)  » Coaching session for unplanned presentation

Planned Presentation
(1 hour)

 » Moderator opens: distributes Iscribe, assigns process observer.

 » Coach: intro using coaching worksheet, ending with communication starter

 » Group: one sentence or 20-second response to communication starter

 » Presenter: presentation 10-15 minutes no interruptions.

 » Brief or no Q & A; only questions that help you identify experiences.

 » Three minutes of silence using I-Scribe to record experience to be shared

 »  Experience Sharing: about three mins/person, everyone listens for their own take away.

 » Presenter’s take away 

 » Closing round: Each person responds: “The experience shared that was most helpful for me today was…”

Break (10 minutes)  » Coaching session continued…

Unplanned Presen-
tation or Alternate 
Activity (30 minutes)

 » Same format as above with time adjusted to 35-45 min timeframe.

 » Alternate activity, such as subject matter expert, brainstorming session, goal update, etc

Housekeeping
(10 minutes)

 » Moderator leads group efficiently through business items.

Meeting Review 
& Closure

 »  Using meeting success indicators, Moderator leads everyone in a quick evaluation of the 
meeting (5 minutes)

 » One thing we could do differently to improve next meeting.

 » Destroy any notes; confidentiality reminder.

 » Adjourn 

FORUM AGENDA CHEAT SHEET
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MEETING SUCCESS INDICATORS

Indicator Monitor 
Initials

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

Scale 1-10, where one indicates “we did poorly” and 10 indicates “we did this well.”

Opening

On time, focused 
(1-10)

Updates

Used worksheet 
well 5 percent, 
Significance and 
Feelings (1-10)

5 minutes/person 
(1-10)

No interruptions 
(1-10)

Quiet Respectful 
Listening (1-10)

Parking Lot

Build parking 
lot from updates 
(1-10)

Select second pre-
sentation (1-10)

Presentations

Two presentations 
(Y/N)

Presentations 
50/50 business/
personal (Y/N)

Q&A 10 minutes 
max (1-10)

Risk Factor for 
Presenter (1-10)

Coaching session 
second
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STRATEGY #3: HIGH QUALITY UPDATES

A strong update is critical to the success of the meeting. At their best, updates give you a very intimate glimpse into the 
lives of your fellow Forum members. The update is also a primary engine that generate presentation topics. It requires 
both personal responsibility to share deeply, and the use of a strong worksheet to create updates that captivate the 
group’s attention and continually help us learn new things about each other. Updates should never be boring.

Many different versions of the update worksheet can be used successfully and many groups like to change worksheets 
from time to time for variety.

Consider using an update worksheet that has two key components. First, an update that asks you to report the most 
important thing that happened last month in different areas of your life; why that event was significant to you; and your 
feelings about the event.

Look at the example below contrasting weak and strong update responses.

SAMPLE UPDATE: HOW TO SHARE MORE DURING YOUR UPDATE

Weak Example

Work The One
Most Important

Thing  
(What happened)

Significance
(Why it was important to 

you) 

Feelings
(Answer in words 
like sad, proud 

etc)

+
We finally secured the financ-
ing to double the size of our 

facility.

Significance is pretty obvious. Great

+
I terminated our longtime 

COO, who is also my wife’s 
brother. He just hasn’t been 

pulling his weight.

He was lazy and incompe-
tent. He had to go.

Other than being 
in trouble with my 

wife, I’m fine.

Strong Example

Work The One
Most Important

Thing  
(What happened)

Significance
(Why it was important to 

you) 

Feelings
(Answer in words 
like sad, proud 

etc)

+
 I finally secured the financ-
ing to double the size of our 

facility.

I was solely responsible for 
the negotiations and know 

that my partner was question-
ing my ability. I wasn’t sure 

myself. 

Ecstatic, proud, 
relief, excited, vin-

dicated

-
 I terminated our longtime 

COO who is also my wife’s 
brother. He just hasn’t been 

pulling his weight.

There was no way to make 
the right business decision 
and keep the family happy. 

My wife resents my decision. 
The tension between us is 

unbearable right now.

Sad, torn, certain, 
afraid, angry
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What specifically makes the second update a stronger update?

Always use the significance and feelings columns to let the group see more of what you’re really experiencing. 

Second, use an update worksheet that concludes with the question, “If you were to present today, what would be of most value to 
you to present?”

When each person concludes his or her update, you have done most of the building of the parking lot before the updates are over. 
This makes the parking lot czar’s job easy and keeps the parking lot a short, efficient part of the meeting. Tips

STRATEGY #3: HIGH QUALITY UPDATES (CONTINUED)
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Tips

 » Most important thing: One sentence only 

 » Tell the group every time you move boxes

 » Quality words to describe feelings. 

The One

Most Important Thing  

(What happened)

Significance

(Why it was important to you) 

Feelings

(Answer in words 
like sad, proud etc.)

Work +

---

Family +

---

Personal +

---

On the Horizon +

---

If you were to present today, what current challenge or opportunity (business, personal, or family) would be of most 
value to you to present?

FORUM UPDATE WORKSHEET #1
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FORUM UPDATE WORKSHEET

Where are you today? (1= things are tough; 10 = things are great)
Business 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Family  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Personal  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1. What is the best thing that happened to you in the last 30 days?

Best Why was it so important? Your Feelings
Business

Family

Personal

2. What caused you the greatest pain, disappointment or concern in the last 30 days?

Worst Why was it so important? Your Feelings

Business

Family

Personal

3.  What are you looking forward to the most over the next 30-60 days and why?

FORUM UPDATE WORKSHEET
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4. What will be your greatest challenge in the next 30-60 days and how do you feel about it?

5. What issue are you most anxious to resolve in your life? 

6. If you were to present today, what would be most valuable to you to present?

FORUM UPDATE WORKSHEET (CONTINUED)
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The parking lot can be managed by the Moderator; however, consider using a “parking lot czar” in your Forum. This is an annual 
role. The parking lot czar owns the presentation selection process and has the following responsibilities:

Monthly Meetings

 » Captures either on flipchart or in his/her notes the presentation topic members identify at the end of their updates.

 »  Listens extremely carefully to the update and identifies any additional presentations topics; explores these; and adds these to the 
parking lot. May invite the group to join in this.

 » Uses Covey quadrants or some other method to prioritize the presentation topics.

 »  Proposes the topic to the group that will become the unplanned presentation for this meeting, gets presenter’s agreement and 
selects the coach.

 » Keeps a running record of the parking lot which he/she brings to each meeting.

Quarterly Presentation Planning

Most Forums schedule their planned presentations in advance. Many groups schedule presentations one quarter at a time; some 
groups create an annual schedule. The planned presentations can be bumped should an important and urgent presentation arise 
that requires immediate attention.

 »  As a housekeeping item at the end of a quarter, the parking lot czar leads the Forum in a discussion to select the planned 
presentations for the next quarter. These can be generated by asking the following questions:

 - Does anyone want to present in the coming quarter? Are there big decisions coming up?

 - Would anyone like to see another member present a specific topic this quarter?

 - Would anyone like to present on a three to five year business, personal or family goal they have set?

 - Who has not presented for some time?

These questions and the current parking lot will generate a list of presentation topics. The parking lot czar and group select three, 
schedule these over the coming quarter and assign a coach for each presentation.

 » The Parking lot czar also sweeps the parking lot, clearing it of older topics that are no longer relevant. 

1. 
Year End Parking Lot Report

 » The parking lot czar keeps records for the year, including who has presented, who coached and type of 
presentation (business, personal or family). Ideally, everyone will have done at least two presentations during the 
year, one business and one personal/family. Everyone will also have coached at least once. 

 » At the end of the year, the parking lot czar reports the statistics to the group, identifies anyone who has not 
presented during the year, and hands over to the incoming parking lot czar.

STRATEGY #4: PARKING LOT CZAR
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During the last meeting of every quarter, the parking lot czar identifies and schedules presentations for the coming quarter (done 
during housekeeping). These questions help to determine who will be scheduled to present:
 » Does anyone want to present in the coming quarter? Are there big decisions coming up?

 » Would anyone like to see another member present a specific topic this quarter?

 »  Would anyone like to present on a three to five year business, personal or family goal they have set?

 » Who has not presented for some time?

Quarter Presenter B/P/F Topic Coach Done

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

PARKING LOT CZAR’S QUARTERLY 
PRESENTATION PLANNER
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All of the following practices undermine or make it more difficult for the Forum to consistently offer a Gestalt Mindset response to the 
presenter. Take a couple of minutes to complete this checklist.

Gestalt Pitfalls Worksheet True or False

1. Our presentations are mostly business topics.

2. While I’m listening to the presentation, my mind usually speeds forward. I quickly 
think of things the presenter could do, and find myself trying to figure out the answer 
for him or her. 

3. Even when dealing with a well coached presenter our Q & A goes on for more than 
10 minutes. We ask clarifying questions requesting more information. We sometimes 
hide advice or suggestions in our questions.

4. Most of the experiences we share are parallel experiences to the presenter’s 
issue. If the issue is a problematic business partner, we all share business partner 
experiences.

5. We rarely hear the presenter or coach describe the feelings the presenter is 
experiencing in regard to their situation.

6. I frequently find I don’t have a relevant experience to share. When this happens I 
sometime offer my ideas, opinions or suggestions instead.

7. If the presenter asks us for advice, we break with Gestalt Mindset and happily 
provide it.

STRATEGY #5: AVOIDING GESTALT PITFALLS
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PITFALL #1: Our presentations are almost all business topics.

Principle

Forum was designed to be a place where members regularly share the most important things happening in life, whether they are 
business or personal. When presentations become predominately business topics, the degree of risk and vulnerability required on 
the part of the presenter decreases. There’s a corresponding drop in the level of trust in the group, and presentations become more 
clinical, tactical or technical. These are more difficult to respond to with a Gestalt Mindset response, and invite problem-solving and 
advice.

Remedy  

 » Over time try to keep a 50/50 balance of business and personal/family presentations. 

 »  Consider writing into your constitution a ground rule that each member be accountable to present one business situation and 
one personal situation each year.

PITFALL #2: While I’m listening to the presentation, my mind usually speeds 
forward. I quickly think of things the presenter could do, and find myself 
trying to figure out the answer for him or her.

Principle

Entrepreneurs are wired to problem solve. That’s what you do for a good portion of everyday. It’s not easy to set aside the problem 
solving response. A Gestalt Mindset response is not a problem-solving response. It does not involve figuring it out for the presenter. 
If you are in problem-solving mode as you listen to the presentation, your listening abilities are curtailed. You’re not listening to the 
presenter, but to your own thoughts, judgments, conclusions and ideas. This type of mental chatter gets in the way of being able to 
find the most valuable experience to share. 

Remedy

 » Commit to deeply listening to the presenter with a quiet mind. Set aside the activity of problem solving.

 »  Consciously absolve yourself of any problem solving/advising responsibilities as you begin to listen to the presenter. This frees 
your mind to more fully, deeply listen. That kind of listening puts you in the best position to retrieve a relevant experience. Say 
to yourself, “My role is not to try to figure this out, but to listen deeply enough that I can find an experience to share that will be 
relevant for the presenter. The presenter’s role is to take all of our experiences and do his or her own problem solving.”

GESTALT PITFALLS: PRINCIPLE & REMEDIES
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PITFALL #3: Even when dealing with a well coached presenter our Q & A 
goes on for more than 10 minutes. We ask clarifying questions requesting 
more information and details, although it doesn’t necessarily help me retrieve 
an experience to share.

Principle
If the presenter has been coached and is well prepared, an extended Q & A that is filled with clarifying questions (requests for more 
facts) is the hallmark of a Forum that is operating from a problem solving mind set. Problem solvers seek more facts so that they 
have a better basis for finding the answer. At best, this practice takes precious time away from the experience sharing portion of the 
presentation and utilizes that time on a very low-return activity for the presenter. When you ask the presenter for more information 
with a clarifying question, you benefit, but the presenter generally doesn’t.

At it’s worst, if the group is in the grip of an anxious problem solving response (e.g., “We have to figure this out!”), an 
extended Q & A is the place where a lot of advice is covertly offered. 

This type of response coming from several members at once usually begins to generate defensiveness in the presenter. 
It subtly reinforces for everyone that it’s best to only bring technical, tactical presentations to the Forum versus ones that 
would require more openness, exposure and vulnerability. 

Although the group is trying to be helpful, trust in the presentation process drops, and presentation topics become safer 
instead of riskier over time.

Remedy

 » Make coaching mandatory so you always have well prepared presenters. 

 » Limit to 10 minutes or less the Q & A. 

 »  Test every question you want to ask with, “Am I asking this question to help me determine which experience I’ll share?”

 »  Moderator intervenes quickly when someone asks a quick sequence of several questions, “Are these questions helping you 
decide on an experience to share?”

GESTALT PITFALLS: PRINCIPLE & REMEDIES (CONTINUED)
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PITFALL #4: Most of the experiences we share are parallel experiences to the 
presenter’s issue. If the issue is a problematic business partner, we all share 
business partner experiences.

Principle 

This is the sign of a Forum in the early stages of developing their Gestalt Mindset skills. It indicates that the group is listening to 
the presenter predominantly on the “facts” level of their presentation and searching their memory banks for the experience with a 
matching set of facts. These experiences are great and can be tremendously valuable to the presenter; however, for the Forum to 
limit themselves to only parallel experiences is limiting the value they can bring.

Problem solvers benefit tremendously by listening to the facts. For a Gestalt Mindset response, it is extremely helpful to listen not only 
to the facts but also the feelings the presenter is experiencing. When you understand the presenter’s emotional struggle or dilemma, 
it opens new avenues for you to seek past experience.

For example, the facts the presenter shares include, “I am considering stepping out of the day-to-day operations and hiring a 
president.” You may have an experience about a time you brought someone into your company to assume a majority of your 
responsibilities and how you handled that transition. That’s a parallel experience and will probably be helpful for the presenter. 

In addition, if you learn that on the emotional level the presenter feels deep ambivalence and is struggling with a sense of loss at 
handing over this role, you may recall an experience where you struggled with having to let go of something you felt tremendous 
ownership of and how you managed that. This could generate a completely different type of experience. A member could share the 
experience of deciding to step out of military life and become and entrepreneur, and how they managed the loss of that part of their 
identity.

Remedy

 »  Coach must report the feelings the presenter is experiencing. In most cases there will be a mix of feelings. Report them all using 
descriptive feeling words. 

 »  Use a communication starter that reflects the presenter’s strongest feeling. It’s designed to help the group begin to think of a 
time they felt the same way. The communication starter often leads to an experience that will be shared in more detail during the 
Gestalt Mindset response.

 »  As you listen to the presenter ask yourself, “When in my life did I have similar feelings? What were the circumstances? And what 
did I do?” There may be a very relevant experience to share even though the situation does not parallel the presenter’s current 
challenge. When a group moves beyond just parallel experiences, everyone begins to get more out of every presentation.

STRATEGY GESTALT PITFALLS: PRINCIPLE & REMEDIES 
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PITFALL #5: We rarely hear the presenter or coach describe the range of 
feelings the presenter is experiencing with in regard to their situation.

Principle

If you aren’t using a strong consistent coaching process, it’s possible that you will get short-changed on information about the 
presenter’s feelings. Not having this information will significantly hamper the Gestalt Mindset response and make it more likely for 
the group to move towards problem solving, fixing and advising.

Remedy

 » Use a coaching worksheet that places importance on the feelings data.

 » Use a communication starter that reflects the presenter’s strongest feeling.

 »  If you have not heard in the presentation very much about what the presenter is feeling, where they are struggling, or what’s 
causing them pain, these would be valid questions to ask during the Q&A and will give you insight into where to find relevant 
experiences.

PITFALL #6: I frequently find I don’t have a relevant experience to share. 
When this happens I sometime offer my ideas, opinions or suggestions 
instead.

Principle

The times that you legitimately have no experience to share should be very few. Finding relevant experience is a function of five 
things:
a.  Start with a presentation topic that is substantive, more than a straightforward technical or tactical issue.

b. Your ability to turn off your strong autopilot problem solving response to quiet your mind and listen deeply.

c. Your careful listening at the level of both facts and emotions.

d. Giving yourself the freedom to expand beyond just searching for parallel experiences where the facts match.

e. Holding yourself to a high level of accountability to search back through your memories, and sharing an experience with all its 
specific details, rather than quickly bypassing or breaching Gestalt Mindset.

Remedy

 » As a group commit to a high level of accountability in practicing Gestalt Mindset.

 »  Try to set a high standard for presentations that involve vulnerability with the presenter outside of his or her comfort zone. It’s 
very rare that a member will pass when the presenter takes a significant risk in presenting.

GESTALT PITFALLS: PRINCIPLE & REMEDIES (CONTINUED)
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PITFALL #7: If the presenter asks us for advice, we break with Gestalt Mindset 
and happily provide it.

Principle

Many groups use this as their Gestalt loop hole. The moment the presenter says that he or she is looking for advice, the group feels 
that they no longer have to maintain their Gestalt Mindset practice. If this is happening regularly, ask yourselves how often you are 
having Level Three presentations. It’s most likely that the presentations have become very low risk and clinical. That’s the long term 
price the group pays for jumping through the loop hole.

Remedy

 »  If a topic is clearly a technical/tactical question only, with very little emotional component for the presenter, move the topic out 
of the presentation process and conduct a brainstorming session.

 »  The Forum can’t control what a presenter will ask of the group (e.g., “I want your advice” or “Tell me what you think I should 
do.”) But you can control how you chose to response to those requests. Consider these options:

 »  “I really don’t know what the right answer for you is.” 

 »  “I can offer you what I have experienced as a way to help you get closer to your own answers.”

 »  There are very specific ground rules for the group when it comes to Gestalt Mindset (i.e., no advice, limited clarifying questions, 
etc.), but there are no ground rules for presenters. Consider writing a ground rule for presenters: The presenter can not ask the 
group for advice. 

Sharpening your coaching skills is one way in which you can enhance your forum meeting through stronger, clearer, 
better prepared presentations. The checklist and coaching worksheet below and on the next few pages will help you 
do that.

Prior to the Coaching Session….

It is essential that the presenter spend time preparing to meeting with the coach by:

 »  Making an appointment with yourself to reflect on the presentation topic

 »  Complete the Presenter’s Preparation Worksheet found on line or in your FTP Manual.

Coaching Practice Session 

 » Use the checklist  on the next page as you observe the coaching demonstration. 

GESTALT PITFALLS: PRINCIPLE & REMEDIES (CONTINUED)
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ü Coaching Skills Checklist Feedback

o 1. Prepare 

Your role is to help the presenter get as clear and well prepared as possible, 
not to help them solve their situation.

Relax, quiet your mind, and prepare to listen deeply. Turn off your problem 
solving drive. 

Bring a coaching worksheet .

o Phase One: Understanding the Situation

1. First question: “Tell me about the situation you’d like to present. What’s 
the background, current situation and what are some future options 
you’re considering”?

2. As you listen, paraphrase three to five times at short intervals, putting 
what you’ve heard into your own words so that you confirm your 
understanding and avoid misinterpreting.

3.  If you don’t understand something or think something is missing, ask 
clarifying questions to uncover this information.

o Phase Two: Exploring the Deeper Layers 

1.  Watch and Listen for indicators that suggest deeper layers to the situation, 
including:

 »  Non-verbal: body language clues, including posture, gestures and tone

 »  Powerful words: words that indicate intensity, including “outraged,” 
“devastated” and “ecstatic”

 » Repetition: referring back to something again and again

 »  Metaphors: “my hands are tied,” “it could be my home run”

 » Emotion: either verbal or non verbal indicators

1. If you think you hear something deeper, explore it with open-ended, 
probing questions. For example: 

2. When you talked about changing your role, you’ve mentioned your 
partner a couple of time (repetition) and used the words ‘frozen in 
time” (metaphor). Tell me more about this and how the change will 
impact your partnership.”

3.   To understand why something is important to the presenter, use the 
technique of asking “why” three times. 

STRATEGY #6: SHARPEN YOUR COACHING SKILLS
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ü Coaching Skills Checklist Feedback

o Phase Three:  Narrow it Down

1. Find out where the presenter is in his or her decision-making process. 

2. Now that you have the whole picture and have explored the deeper 
layers, it’s time to define the presentation topic. To hone in on the 
epicenter of the situation, ask the presenter:

“Of everything that you’ve shared, what is the part of this situation that 
you are most troubled or uncertain with today? Where would you like the 
Forum’s help?”
Use the presenter’s response to develop the topic in one sentence.

o Phase Four: Presenter’s Expectations and Setting up  
a Gestalt Mindset

To understand what the presenter hopes to gain from the presentation, ask:
1.   What questions do you hope to answer for yourself in this 

presentation?

2. What are some examples of experiences that would be helpful? 
These will provide a starting point for the Forum as they think about 
experiences to share.

o Phase Five: Information for the Coach’s Introduction

Finish the coaching session by collecting the last pieces of information that 
will be used in your introduction of the presentation.
1. Boundaries: Are there any boundaries on this presentation? Anything 

off limits, something already decided or any parameters on what the 
Forum can offer?

2. Presenter’s feelings: Ask the presenter to list the feeling they have about 
the situation. There will usually be several of these reflecting different 
aspects of the topic.

3.  Communication starter: Using the presenter’s predominate feeling 
create a communication starter, ask the members to share a time when 
they felt this same emotion in similar circumstances. You will lead this 
communication starter before the presentation is introduced.

STRATEGY #6: SHARPEN YOUR COACHING SKILLS (CONT.)
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PREPARE

 » Meet within one week of Forum meeting, but not the same day.

 » Meet in a conducive, private space and allocate one hour.

 » Remind the presenter to arrive with his or her completed presenter’s worksheet

UNDERSTAND THE SITUATION

“Tell me about the situation you’d like to present. What’s the background, current situation and what are some future options you’re 
considering?”

 » Paraphrase three to five times.

 » Ask clarifying questions when you’re confused or to fill in blanks.

 » Avoid problem solving. Just get clear about the situation.

Notes

EXPLORE FOR DEEPER LAYERS 

Watch and listen for indicators that suggest deeper layers to the situation. Use these any of these questions to dig deeper:
 » Does the presenter’s body language or tone of voice catch your attention?

 » Do you notice them using any powerful words or metaphors, indicating intensity?

 » Do you hear them come back to something again and again?

 » What emotion do you think you hear or see in them?

Use open-ended questions to learn more. 

Ask “why” three times to understand what something really means to the presenter. 

COACH’S WORKSHEET
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THE TOPIC

Define the topic in one sentence. 

“Of everything that you’ve shared, what part of this situation are you most troubled by, uncertain about or stumped by today? Where 
would you like the Forum’s help?”

Topic 

1. Find out where the presenter is in their decision making process. 

Presenter’s Expectations 

 “What questions do you hope to answer for yourself in this presentation?”

What kinds of experiences that would be helpful? The group will use these as a starting point.
1. 

2. 

3. 

Boundaries: Are there any boundaries on this presentation? Anything off limits, something already decided or any 
parameters on what the Forum can offer?

2. Feelings: What feeling do you have about the situation (Identify as many as possible).

» »
» »
» »

3. Communication Starter: 

Tell us about a time when you felt                  _______________ (presenter’s strongest feeling) because ___________(link back to a general 
description of the topic).

Example: “Tell us about a time when you felt frustrated because an important person in your life was holding you 
back.”

COACH’S INTRODUCTION
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Two specific things you can do to create stronger presentations:

Getting the Communication Starter Right

In many Forums, the communication starter is misunderstood and used ineffectively. Here’s what a communication starter is intended 
to do and how to do it effectively:

What

A question that asks group members to briefly recall a time when they felt the way the presenter is feeling right now.

Where & When

 » Posed by the coach, just before the presenter begins their presentation. 

 » Each member offers their response, directing their comments to the presenter.

 » It must be a very brief one sentence (20 seconds).

Why

Serves two purposes:

1. It’s intended to put the presenter at ease as they start their presentation, recognizing the presenter is presenting a 
situation that may be difficult to talk about. .The communication starter reassures the presenter that everyone in the room 
can personally relate to their current situation in some way.

2. It begins to warm up the Gestalt Mindset response by requesting the Forum to think back to a similar experience.

How

 » Must keep your response very brief. 

 » You are reflecting back to the presenter a time that you felt the way the presenter feels now. 

 » You are not trying to convey the details of that experience. 

 » You’re letting the presenter know that you can relate to what he or she is dealing with right now.

STRATEGY #7: TWO STRATEGIES TO STRENGTHEN 
YOUR PRESENTATIONS
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Presenter’s Topic and Feelings:

My long term business partner does not share my vision or work ethic for growing the company and this is creating 
conflict between us. I feel frustrated and stifled.
 
Communication Starter

Tell us about a time you felt frustrated because someone important in your life was holding you back.

Responses:

 »  “I felt frustrated last year when my business partner informed me he wanted to take Friday’s off, just as I wanted to expand the 
company. I felt his choice would slow us down.”

 »  “I felt frustrated three months ago when I could not get my Sales Manager to understand the sense of urgency I was feeling 
about needing to make our sales team more productive.”

 »  “I felt frustrated and disappointed when my parents did not support me in my desire to continuing on to business school to bet-
ter myself.”

 »  “I felt frustrated by my first wife, who just did not share my willingness to think big and take risks in business. I think she held me 
back for several years.”

LISTENING TO THE PRESENTATION FOR YOUR OWN VALUE

At the beginning of experience sharing, the Moderator reminds the group to now listen like a presenter for their own 
value. 

Invite members to get out a piece of paper and after each person has shared their experience, write down the value that 
experience brings them right now.

At the end of the presentation after the presenter has shared his/her take away value, do a final round asking each 
member to share the experience that was most valuable for them today, why and what action it will lead to.

STRATEGY #7: EXAMPLE
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Conducting a meeting review using the meeting success indicators:

During the meeting opening, the Moderator assigns each member one or two meeting success indicators to evaluate 
and report on at the end of the meeting during the meeting review. 

The Moderator reminds the group at the beginning of the meeting of last meeting’s review and any areas the group 
wanted to focus based on last meeting. 

During the meeting review the Forum uses the meeting success indicators to evaluate the meeting. This is done quickly 
going down the list of Indicators, the Moderator calling on the assigned member to offer their evaluation for each 
Meeting Indicator. These responses are very quick (either a 1-10 rating or yes/no, as indicated by the worksheet) For 
the final indicator, everyone in the Forum responds with their rating.

The Moderator concludes by making a note of any areas where the group performed poorly, leading a brief discussion 
if needed and concluding with a summary of one thing to do differently at next meeting. The Moderator will repeat this 
reminder during the opening of the next meeting. 

STRATEGY #8: EVERYONE EVALUATES, EVERY MEETING
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Of all of the ideas, tools, techniques and approaches shared with you today, list your three best takeaways:

Three Best Takeaways 
1.

2.

3.

I’m most excited to change: 

WRAP-UP
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Notes

Questions

Experiences

Individual Forum members use this form during the presentation to write down notes, questions and experiences.  
They give the worksheet to the presenter at the end of the presentation. Be sure to write notes on the experiences clearly, and be 
careful to follow Gestalt Mindset in each section.

I-SCRIBE
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HAS YOUR FORUM COMPLETED THE OTHER SESSIONS OF THE ADVANCED 
FORUM SERIES?

Shift Into High Gear: Increasing Meeting Effectiveness

This program is for you if:
 » Members arrive underprepared

 » Your Forum has strayed away from a strong meeting structure

 » Updates are unfocused, rambling, ‘travel log’, or boring

 » It’s hard to find presenters

 » Coaching happens inconsistently or not at all

 » Presentations have become “Let’s fix the problem” sessions 

 » Gestalt Mindset is abandoned the moment the presenter says, “Just tell me what you think I should do”

Dive Deep: Building Deeper Levels of Trust and Sharing

This program is for you if:
 » You are an established strong Forum, however you are in a “comfort zone’ rut with each other where things feel stale

 » You are ready to take more risk with each other but unsure how to proceed

 » You have newer members in the Forum that you would like to integrate further into the group

 » You are a Forum that states “We want to go to the next level”

 » This program is not for your Forum if you have significant unresolved conflicts existing within the group

Fast Track Forum: Defining and Achieving Your Goals

This program is for you if:
 » You have made a decision to incorporate goal setting and reporting into your Forum but have not found an effective efficient 

way to do this

 » You are willing as a group to extend your meeting by 30 minutes as needed, and each member is willing to become an 
accountability partner for another member, willing to commit to a 20 minute check-in with that partner once a month between 
Forum meetings

Fired Up: Reaching New Levels of Presentation and Coaching

This program is for you if:
 » You are a mature Forum with excellent Gestalt Mindset skills and you consistently have Gestalt based vs. problem- solving/ 

advice-giving presentations

 » You would like to invest in developing your coaching skills further

 » You would like to take the Gestalt Mindset and presentations to the next level

How to book:
Elizabeth Evans
eevans@eonetwork.org
+1.703.519.6700x165

ADVANCED FORUM SERIES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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PROGRAM EVALUATION

Please rate Shift Into High Gear in the Advanced Forum Series below:

This program met my expectations:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

This program provided take-home value for my Forum:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

The structure and execution of this program held my interest:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Credibility, communication style and expertise of the trainer:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Overall rating of this session:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Comments:

Additional commments/suggestions: (e.g. What was outstanding about this program?  What 
DIDN’T the trainer cover that you wanted to hear?  What could be done to improve the session 
format?)


